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Abstract

Previous implementations of generic r ewriting libraries have a
number of limitations: they require the user t o either adapt the
datatype on which rewriting is applied, or the rewriting rules are
specified as functions, which makes it h ard or impossible to docu-
ment, test, and analyse them. W e describe a library t hat demon-
strates how to overcome these limitations by defining rules in
terms of datatypes, and show how t o use a type-indexed datatype
to automatically e xtend a datatype for syntax trees with a case
for metavariables. W e then show how rewrite r ules can b e imple-
mented without any knowledge of how the datatype is extended
with metavariables. We use Haskell, extended with associated type
synonyms, to implement both type-indexed datatypes and generic
functions. W e analyse the p erformance of our library and compare
it with other approaches to generic r ewriting.

Categories and Subject D escriptors D.1.1 [Programming Tech-
niques]: Applicative (Functional) Programming; D.2. 13 [Software
Engineering]: Reusable Software—Reusable libraries; D.3.3 [Pro-
gramming L anguages]: Language Constructs and Features—Poly-
morphism

General Terms Design, Languages
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1. Introduction
Consider a Haskell datatype Prop for r epresenting expressions of
propositional logic:

data Prop = Var String | T | F | Not Prop
=| VParropS :t∧ri:n gPr| oT p || FP| roN po :∨tP : Prorpop

Now suppose we wish to simplify such expressions u sing the law
of contradiction: p ∧ ¬p → F. We could then encode this rule as a
foufn ccotinotnra adnicdt oanp:ppl y ∧it ¬top a →n e  Fxp.rW eses icoonu ludsi tnhge na eb noctotdoem -tuhpis rt rualveea rssaa l
function transform:
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simplify :: Prop → Prop
ssiimmpplliiffyy p rop =p →tra Pnsrfooprm andContr p rop

where
andContr (p :∧: Not q) | p ≡ q = F
aannddCCoonnttrr p == p

Although this definition is relatively straightforward, encoding



rules as functions has a number of drawbacks. To start with, a
rule is not a concise one-line definition, because we have to pro-
vide a catch-all case in order to avoid pattern-matching failure at
runtime. Second, pattern guards are needed to deal with multiple
occurrences of a variable, cluttering the definition. Lastly, rules
cannot be analysed easily since it is hard to inspect functions.

One way to solve these drawbacks is to design specialized
rewriting functionality. We could, for example, define a datatype to
represent rewriting rules on propositions, and implement some as-
sociated r ewriting machinery that supports patterns with metavari-
able occurrences. W hile the drawbacks mentioned above are
solved, this solution has a serious disadvantage: there is a large
amount of datatype-specific code. If we wanted to use rewriting on,
say, a datatype representing arithmetic expressions, we would have
to define the r ewriting functions and the datatype for r ules again.

In this paper, we propose a r ewriting library that is generic in the
datatype on which r ules are applied. Using our library, the example
above can be written as follows:

simplify :: Prop → Prop
ssiimmpplliiffyy p rop =p →tra Pnsrfooprm (applyRule andContr) p rop

where
andContr p = p :∧: Not p:F

The library provides transform, applyRule, and (: ) which are
generic and in this case, instantiated with the type Prop. There is no
constructor for metavariables. Instead, we use ordinary function ab-
straction to make the metavariable p explicit in the rule andContr,
which is now a direct translation of the rule p ∧ ¬p → F. This rule
wdehscicrhipi tsion no wnoa l doinregcetrt rsaunffselarsti ofrno omf hthee dulraewp b∧ac¬kps →of Fthe. shoilsutr iuolne
that was based on pattern matching.

Specifically, these are the contributions of our p aper:



• Our library implements term rewriting u sing generic program-
ming techniques within Haskell extended with associated type
synonyms (Chakravarty et al. 2005), as implemented in the
Glasgow Haskell Compiler (GHC). In order to specify rewrite
rules, terms have to be extended with a constructor for metavari-
ables used in rules. This extension is achieved b y making the
rule datatype a type-indexed datatype (Hinze et al. 2004). The
rewriting machinery itself is implemented using well-known
generic functions such as m ap, crush, and z ip.

• We present a new technique to specify metalevel information
without the need to modify the domain datatype definitions. We
use it to make r ule specifications in our library user-friendly:
rules are defined using the original term constructors. This
is r emarkable because the values of type-indexed datatypes
(which in our library are u sed to represent terms extended with
metavariables) must be b uilt f rom different constructors than
those from the user program (Prop, in our example). Thus, we
hide implementation details about the use of type-indexed types
from the library’s users. This technique can also b e applied to
other generic programs such as the Zipper (Huet 1997).

Besides these contributions, we think our r ewriting library is
an elegant example of how to implement type-indexed types in a
lightweight fashion by means of associated type synonyms. Most
examples of type-indexed types (Hinze et al. 2004; Van Noort
2008) h ave b een implemented using a language extension such as
Generic Haskell (L¨o h 2004). Other examples of lightweight imple-
mentations of type-indexed types have been given b y Chakravarty
et al. (2008), and Oliveira and Gibbons (2005).

We are aware of at least one other generic programming library
for r ewriting in Haskell. Jansson and Jeuring (2000) implement a



generic rewriting library in PolyP, an extension of Haskell with a
special construct for generic programming. Our library differs in a
number of aspects. First, we use no specific generic-programming
extensions of Haskell. This is a minor improvement, since we ex-
pect that Jansson and J euring’s library can easily b e translated to
plain Haskell as well. Second, we use a type-indexed data type for
specifying rules. This is a major difference, since it allows us to
generically extend a datatype with metavariables. In Jansson and
Jeuring’s library, a datatype either has to b e extended b y hand, forc-
ing users to introduce new constructors, or one of the constructors
of the original datatype is r eused for metavariables. Neither solu-
tion is very satisfying, since either the rules have to b e specified
in the new datatype u sing different constructor names, or we intro-
duce a safety problem in the library since an object variable might
accidentally be considered to be a metavariable.

This p aper is organised as follows. Section 2 continues the dis-
cussion on how to represent rewrite r ules, and motivates the design
choices we made in our generic library for term rewriting. We then
present the interface of our library in Section 3 from a u ser’s p er-
spective, followed by a detailed description of the implementation
of our library and the underlying machinery in Section 4 . W e com-
pare the efficiency or our library to other approaches to term rewrit-
ing in Section 5. Finally, we discuss related work in Section 6, and
we present our conclusions and ongoing research in Section 7.

2. Motivation

There are at least two techniques to implement rule-based rewriting
in Haskell: “rules b ased on pattern matching” and “rules as values
of datatypes”.

2.1 Rules Based on Pattern Matching



The first technique encodes rewrite r ules as Haskell functions, us-
ing pattern matching to check whether the argument term matches
the left-hand side of the r ule. If this is the case, then we r eturn the
right-hand side of the rule, or else, we r eturn the t erm u nchanged.
For example, the rule ¬(p ∧ q) → ¬p ∨ ¬q is implemented as
fFoolrloe wxsa:m

deMorgan :: Prop → Prop
ddeeMMoorrggaann (::N Porto (pp →:∧:P Pqr)o)p = Not p :∨: Not q
ddeeMMoorrggaann p == p

We have to add a catch-all case, because otherwise a runtime failure
is caused b y an argument that does not match the pattern.

Rules containing variables with multiple occurrences in the left-
hand side cannot be encoded as Haskell functions directly. Instead,
such occurrences must be enforced in so-called pattern guards. For
example, p ∨ ¬p→ T is implemented by:

exclMiddle :: Prop → Prop
eexxccllMMiiddddllee :(:p P :r∨o:p pN → ot P q)r o| p ≡ q = T
eexxccllMMiiddddllee p == p

Here we have replaced the second occurrence of p with a fresh
variable q, but we h ave retained the equality constraint as a pattern
guard (p ≡ q). N ote that this requires the availability of an equality
fguunacrtdio( np f≡or q qt)h.eN tyoptee Phartotp h.

In some situations, it is useful to k now whether a rule has
been successfully applied or not. W e provide this information b y
returning the r ewriting result in a Maybe value, at the expense of
some additional notational overhead:

exclMiddleM :: Prop → Maybe Prop
eexxccllMMiiddddlleeMM :(:p P :r∨o:p pN → ot qM) a| p e≡P q o=p J ust T
eexxccllMMiiddddlleeMM p == JN uostthTi ng



Still, encoding rules as functions is very convenient because we can
directly use generic traversal combinators t hat are p arameterised b y
functions. For example, the Uniplate library (Mitchell and Runci-
man 2007) defines transform,

transform :: Uniplate a ⇒ (a → a) → a → a

which applies its argument in a bottom-up fashion, and many other
traversal combinators.

These combinators can, for example, b e used t o r emove t auto-
logical statements from a proposition:

removeTaut :: Prop → Prop
rreemmoovveeTTaauutt :=: Ptrraonpsf→ or mP eoxpclMiddle

Pattern matching allows for rewrite rules to be encoded more or
less directly as functions. Furthermore, on account of their func-
tional nature, rules can be immediately combined with generic pro-
gramming strategies in order to control their application. However,
having r ules as functions r aises a number of issues:

• The rules cannot b e observed easily because it is not possible t o
directly inspect a function in Haskell. There are several reasons
why it would b e desirable to observe rules, such as:

Documentation: The rules of a r ewriting system can be
pretty printed to generate documentation.

Automated testing: In general, a rule must preserve the se-
mantics of the expression that it r ewrites. A way to test this
property is to randomly generate terms and check whether
the rewritten version preserves the semantics. However, a
rule with a complex left-hand side will most likely not



match a randomly generated term, and h ence it will not be
tested sufficiently. If the left-hand side of a r ule were in-
spectable, we could t weak the generation process in order
to improve the testing coverage.

Inversion: The left-hand side and right-hand side of a rule
could b e exchanged, resulting in the inverse of that rule.

Tracing: W hen a sequence of r ewriting steps leads to an
unexpected result, you may want to learn which rules were
applied in which order.

• The lack of nonlinear pattern matching in Haskell can b ecome
a nuisance if the left-hand side of a rule contains many occur-
rences of the same variable.

• It is tedious to have to specify a catch-all case when r ules are
encoded as functions. All rule definitions require this extra case.

• Haskell i s not equipped with first-class pattern matching, so the
user cannot write abstractions for commonly occurring struc-
tures in the left-hand side of a rule.

2.2 Rules as Values of D atatypes

Instead of using functions, we use a datatype to encode our rewrite
rules, which makes left-hand sides and right-hand sides observable:

data RuleSpec a = a:a

In the case of p ropositions, we have to introduce a variation of
the Prop datatype, which has an extra constructor MetaVar for
metavariables:

data EProp = MetaVar String
| E Var String | E T | E F | E Not EProp
|| EEVParorpS :t?rin: gE|P Er oTp || EEFP r|oE pN :>ot: E EPProropp



This extended da|taE tyPpero EpP :?ro:pE P isr uospe d| EtoP rdoepfi: n>e :r e EwPrriotep r ules. Of
course, we need |toE dPerfoinpe: a? r:eE wPrriotipng| fEuPnrcotipo: n> s:p EecPifriocp to p ropo-
sitions that u ses rules expressed by value of EProp to t ransform
expressions:

rewriteProp :: RuleSpec EProp → Prop → Prop

Here we do not show the implementation of rewriteProp, but note
that its implementation would be specific to propositions. If we
want to specify rewrite rules that work on different datatype, then
we also h ave to define new rewrite functions for those datatypes.
With the specific rewrite function for propositions, for instance, we
can use rules on p ropositions in the following way:

simplifyProp :: Prop → Prop
ssiimmpplliiffyyPPrroopp :=: Ptrraonpsf→ or mP o(rpewriteProp exclMiddle)

where
exclMiddle =

MetaVar "p" :>: E Not (MetaVar "p"):ET

In this defiMniteiotanV, aarno "tph"e r:> >p:ro EbNleomt( bMecetoamVeasr a"ppp"a)re:  nt. E TThe way in
which rulesM Maretea sVpaerci" fipe"d :i>s v:E erNy oitn c(MonevteanVieanrt" , pb e")ca: u seE, rTather than
the type Prop, we are required t o use the new datatype EProp with
its different constructor names. Furthermore, t his definition is not
explicit about which metavariables are used. So, the rewrite func-
tion is responsible for verifying that each metavariable occurring in
the r ight-hand side side of the r ule is actually bound at the left-hand
side.

3. Interface

The i nterface to our generic r ewriting library is presented in Fig-
ure 1. We explain it briefly by means of several examples. We first
specify a few r ules to be used with the library:



notTrue :: RuleSpec Prop
andContr :: Prop → RuleSpec Prop
deMorgan :: Prop → PPrroopp →→ RRuulleeSSppeecc PPrroopp

notTrue = Not T :F
andContr p = p :∧: Not p :F
deMorgan p q == N p  o:∧t :(Np :o∧t: p q):Notp :∨: Not q

Rule specifications represent metavariables as function arguments.
For example, the deMorgan rule uses two metavariables, so they are
introduced as function arguments p and q. Rules with no metavari-
ables, such as notTrue, do not take any argument.

Rules must first b e transformed to an internal r epresentation
before they can b e used for r ewriting. Let us first take a look at the
functions rule0, rule1, and rule2. These take a r ule specification and
return a r ule. E ach function handles rules with a specific number
of metavariables. In p rinciple, the user would have to p ick the right
function to build a r ule, but in p ractice, it is more convenient t o
abstract over the number of metavariables by means of a type class.



The library provides an overloaded function rule for building r ules
from specifications with any number of metavariables1 :

notTrueRule, andContrRule, deMorganRule :: Rule Prop

notTrueRule = rule notTrue
andContrRule = rule andContr
deMorganRule = rule deMorgan

The library defines two r ewriting functions, namely rewriteM and



rewrite. The first has a more informative type: if the term does not
match against the r ule, the monad is used to notify about the failure.
The second rewriting function always succeeds, and it returns the
term unchanged whenever the rule is not applicable. Both functions
are straightforward to use with built rules. Consider the following
expressions:

rewrite notTrueRule (Not T)
rewrite andContrRule (Var "x" :∧: Not (Var "x"))
rewriteM adendMCorongtarnRRuulele ((VTa :∧r": xF")

These expressions evaluate to F, F, and Nothing respectively.
Sometimes, it is more p ractical to directly apply a rule specifica-
tion, without calling the intermediate compilation step. The func-
tion applyRule can b e used for this purpose:

applyRule deMorgan (Not (T :∧: Var "x" ))

This expressions evaluates to Not T :∨: Not (Var "x" ).

3.1 Representing the Structure of D atatypes

To enable generic rewriting on a datatype, a u ser must describe the
structure of that datatype to the library. This is a process analogous
to that of Scrap Your Boilerplate (L¨a mmel and P eyton Jones 2003)
and Uniplate. These libraries require datatypes to b e instances of
the classes Data and Uniplate r espectively.

In our library, the structure of a regular datatype is given b y an
instance of the t ype class Regular. Figure 2 shows the definition of
Regular and the type constructors used to describe type structure.
This type class declares PF, an associated type synonym of kind
∗ → ∗ that abstracts over the immediate subtrees of a datatype and
∗ca→p tur∗ et sh tahte a nbsottiroanct sofo p vaertte threnf i umnmcetodri.a tFeo rs ue bxatrmeepsle o,f fF a igd aurtea 3y pseho awnds



1 The associated type synonym Target returns the datatype to which the
rule is applied. For example, Target (Prop → RuleSpec Prop) yields
Prurloepi s. sF a oprp mlieodr.e dFoertaie lxs,a smepel Se,e cTtiaorng e4t.4 (.



the complete definition of the Regular instance for Prop. The as-
sociated type synonym PF corresponds to PolyP’s type constructor
FunctorOf (Jansson and Jeuring 1997; Norell and Jansson 2004).
Its instantiation follows directly from the definition of a datatype.
Choice amongst constructors is encoded by nested sum types (:+:);
therefore, five sums are used above to encode six constructors. A
constructor with no arguments is encoded b y Unit; this is the case
for the second and third constructors (T and F). Constructor argu-
ments that are r ecursive occurrences (such as that for N ot) are en-



coded b y Id. Other constructor arguments are encoded by K, and,
hence, the argument of Var is encoded i n that way. Finally, con-
structors with more than one argument (like (:∧:) and (:∨:)) are
esntrcuocdtoedrs b wyi tnhes mteodr ep rt ohdaunc to ntyep easrg (u:*m:e).n

The two class methods of Regular,f rom and to, relate datatype
values with the structural representation of those values. Together,
they establish a so-called embedding-projection p air: i.e., they
should satisfy to ◦ f rom = id and f rom ◦ to v id (Hinze 2000).
sMhooruel dsps aetciisfifcyalt loy◦, ◦ ffr oromm mtra =ns ifdor amnsd t fhreo mto◦p -lt eov vel c iodn( sHtriunctzoer2 2in00to0 )a.

structure value, while leaving the immediate subtrees unchanged.
The function to performs the transformation in the opposite direc-
tion.

We want to stress here that, although the instance declaration for
Prop may seem quite verbose, it follows directly and mechanically
from the structure of the datatype. Defining instances of Regular
could easily b e done automatically, for example b y u sing Template
Haskell (Sheard and P eyton Jones 2002). Moreover, all that needs
to b e done to use the generic rewriting library on a datatype is
declaring it an instance of Regular of Rewrite (see Section 4.5).



4. Implementation

In this section, we describe the implementation of the library. W e
proceed as follows. F irst, we explain how generic functionality is
implemented for datatypes that are instances of Regular. In par-
ticular, we explain how to implement map, crush, and zip generi-
cally over pattern functors. Next, we present the implementation of
generic rewriting using these functions. Finally, we describe how to
support r ule specifications t hat use the original datatype construc-
tors.

4.1 Generic Functions

Generic functions are defined once and can b e u sed on any datatype



that is an instance of Regular. The definition of a generic function
is given b y induction on the types used to describe the structure of a
pattern functor. In our library, generic function definitions are given
using type classes.

4.1.1 Generic Map

Mapping over the elements of a pattern functor is defined by means
of the Functor type class, as given in Figure 4 . H ere, the interesting
case is the transformation of pattern functor elements, which are
stored in the I d constructors. N ote that this is a well-known way to
implement generic functions, derived from how generic functions
are implemented in PolyP.

Now, usingfmap, we define the compos operator ofBringert and
Ranta (2006), which applies a function to the immediate subtrees
of a value. A pattern functor abstracts p recisely over those subtrees,
so we use Regular to define compos generically:

compos :: Regular a ⇒ (a → a) → a → a
ccoommppooss f :: =R etgou u◦laf mra ap ⇒f ◦ ( af ro→ m

The function compos transforms the a argument into a value of the
pattern functor, so that it can applyfto the immediate subtrees using
fmap. The version of compos given here is equivalent to PolyP’s
mapChildren (Jansson and Jeuring 1998); we could also define
monadic or applicative variants of this operator b y generalising
generic mapping in a similar fashion.

Generic compos can b e used, for example, to implement the
bottom-up traversal transform, used in the introduction:

transform :: Regular a ⇒ (a → a) → a → a
ttrraannssffoorrmm : f: =R ef g ◦u compos ( (tara →nsfa o)rm→ f )a

4.1.2 Generic Crush



A crush is a useful fold-like operation on pattern functors. It com-
bines all the a values within p attern-functor value into a b-value

using a binary operator (⊕) and an initial b-value e. The definition
ousfi icnrgusa hb iisn gariyveo np einr aFtoigru( r⊕e )5a.

A common use of crush is collecting all r ecursive elements of a
pattern-functor value:

flatten :: Crush f ⇒ f a → [a ]
ffllaatttteenn :=: Ccrruusshh f(⇒: ) ⇒[ ]f

If a datatype is an instance of Regular, we obtain the immediate
recursive occurrences of a value b y means of children:



children :: (Regular a, Crush (PF a)) ⇒ a → [a ]
cchhiillddrreenn :=: ( (R flaettgeunla a◦r fa ro,mCr

4.1.3 Generic Zip

Generic zip over pattern functors is crucial to the implementation of
rewriting. Figure 6 shows the definition of generic zip over pattern
functors, f zipM, which takes a function that combines the a and b
values that are stored in the pattern functor structures. It traverses
both structures in parallel and merges all occurrences of a and b
values along the way. The function has a monadic type because the
structures may not match in the case of sums (which corresponds
to different constructors) and constant types (because of different
values stored in K). However, the monadic type also allows the
merging function to fail or to use state, for example.

There are some useful variants of fzipM, such as a zip that u ses
a non-monadic merging function:

fzip :: (Zip f, Monad m)
⇒ (a → b → c) → f a → f b → m (f c)

fzip f⇒ ⇒= (f azi p→Mb b(→λ x y )→→ ref t uar→ n (f f  xb y →))

and a partial generic zip that does not have a monadic return type:

fzip0 :: Zip f ⇒ (a → b → c) → f a → f b → f c
fzip0 :f:x  Z y p=f

casef zipf x y of
Just res → res
NJuostthri negs →→ reerrsor "fzip ’ : structure m ismatch"

4.2 Generic Rewriting

Now that we have defined b asic generic functions, we continue
with defining the b asic rewriting machinery. R ules consist of a left-



hand side and a r ight-hand side which are combined using the infix
constructor (: ):

data RuleSpec a = a:a

lhs, rhs :: RuleSpec a → a

lhs (x:)= x
rhs (:y) = y

4.2.1 Schemes



What is the type of rules that rewrite Prop-values? The type
RuleSpec Prop is a poor choice, because such rules cannot contain
metavariables. Our solution is to define a type that adds a metavari-
able case to a datatype. For this purpose, we define a type-indexed
type SchemeOf for schemes. A scheme extends its argument with a
metavariable constructor. N ow, the type of rules that rewrite Prop-
values is RuleSpec (SchemeOf Prop). We define a type syn-
onym Rule such that this type can b e written more concisely as
Rule Prop:

type Rule a = RuleSpec (SchemeOf a)

The process of obtaining SchemeOf a for a given type a can be
depicted as follows:

a −S− ch −e −me− O→ f SchemeOfa

PF??y? x???Fix

P??Fya −− −E x− t→ Ext (???PF a)
To define SchemeOf a, we assume that a is an instance of Regular
and, hence, has an associated pattern functor PF a. Furthermore,
we extend the pattern functor with a case for metavariables. The
type of schemes of a is then defined as the fixed point of the now
extended pattern functor.

To extend a pattern functor with a case for metavariables, it is, in
essence, enough to introduce a sum to encode the choice between
the extra metavariable case and a value from the original pattern
functor:

type Ext f = K MetaVar :+: f

However, Ext extends a type with metavariables on the top-level



only, whereas ee also have to allow metavariables to occur in
subterms. In other words, the pattern functor has to be extended
recursively. To this end, we introduce a type synonym Scheme that
encodes the r ecursive structure of schemes by means of a type-level
fixed-point operator Fix:

newtype Fix f = In{ out :: f (Fix f) }
tnyepwet ySpceheF mixe ff == FInix{ o(Eutx: t: ff)(

A scheme for a given regular type is now defined in terms of the
type-indexed type PF:

type SchemeOf a = Scheme (PF a)
Our use of type-indexed types is simpler than in other applications
such as the Zipper, because there are no types defined by induction
on the pattern functor.

It remains to define the type MetaVar. In our library, metavari-
ables are defined b y Int-values:

type MetaVar = Int

The choice for Int is rather arbitrary, and other r epresentations
could be used as well. In Sections 4.3 and 4.4 we show that the
use of MetaVar-values can b e made internal to the library and that
the concrete r epresentation of metavariables need not be exposed
to the user.

To easily construct Scheme-values we define two helper func-
tions, which construct a metavariable, or a pattern functor value,
respectively.

metaVar :: MetaVar → Scheme f
mmeettaaVVaarr :=: M Ine t◦a V Inla r◦ →K

pf :: f (Scheme f) → Scheme f



ppff :=: f f I( nS ◦c hI nerm

Rewriting functions are often defined by case analysis on values of
type Scheme. Therefore, we use a view on Scheme to conveniently
distinguish metavariables from pattern functor values.

data SchemeView f = MetaVar MetaVar | PF (f (Scheme f))

schemeView :: Scheme f → SchemeView f
sscchheemmeeVViieeww :(:I nS c(hIenlm (eKf fx → ))) =ch M emeteaVVaierw wx
schemeView (In (Inr r)) = P F r

We also define a function to embed a-values into their extended
counterparts.

toScheme :: Regular a ⇒ a → SchemeOf a
ttooSScchheemmee :=: R pefg◦ u lfamrapa t⇒oSac h→ emeS c◦hef romme

Finally, we define a fold on Scheme values that applies its argument
functions to either a metavariable or a pattern functor value.

foldScheme :: Functor f
⇒ (MetaVar → a) → (f a → a) → Scheme f → a

foldScheme⇒f g s( McheemtaeV a=r

case schemeView scheme of
MetaVar x → f x
MPFe ra →→ g x(fmap (foldSchemef g ) r)

4.2.2 Basic Rewriting

When r ewriting a term with a given rule, the left-hand side of the
rule is matched to the term, resulting in a substitution mapping



metavariables to terms:

type Subst a = Map MetaVar (a, SchemeOf a)

We store both the original term a and the corresponding scheme
SchemeOf a for efficiency reasons. This approach prevents the
matched subterm f rom being converted multiple times since the
right-hand side of a rule can contain multiple occurrences of a
metavariable. Instead, each occurrence is instantiated j ust b y se-
lecting the second component from the substitution.

A substitution is obtained by the function match, which is
passed a scheme and a value of the original type:

match :: (Regular a, Crush (PF a) ,Zip (PF a) ,Monad m)
⇒ SchemeOf a → a → m (Subst a)

match scheme term =
case schemeView scheme of

MetaVar x →

eretatuVranr x(s→ ingleton x (term, toScheme term))
PF r →

fzip (, ) r→ →(from term) >> =
crush matchOne (return empty)

where
matchOne (term1 , term2) msubst =

do subst1 ← msubst
subst2 ←← mmasutcbhs (apply subst1 term1) term2
return ←(unm ioant cshub (sat1p pslyubs sut2b)s

When we encounter a metavariable we return the singleton substi-
tution mapping the metavariable to the original term and its repre-
sentation as a scheme. Otherwise, we zip the two terms to c heck
that the structures match. Then, we obtain a single substitution b y
matching each recursive occurrence and returning the union of the



resulting substitutions. In the definition of matchOne, we apply the
substitution obtained thus far to the first term using the function
apply. This function enforces linear patterns b y instantiating each
metavariable for which there is a binding. This also guarantees that
the resulting substitution does not overlap with the substitution ob-
tained thus far, since multiple occurrences of a metavariable are
replaced t hroughout the term. As a consequence, we can j ust return
the union of the two substitutions.

The function apply is defined in terms of foldScheme:

apply :: Regular a
⇒ Subst a → SchemeOf a → SchemeOf a

apply s⇒ubSs tu b=s t fo ald→ Sch Secmheemf ineOdMf eata→ VarS cp hfe
where

findMetaVar x = maybe (metaVar x ) snd (lookup x subst)

When a metavariable is encountered, we lookup the corresponding
term in the second component of the substitution. A pattern functor
value is reconstructed using the function pf.

The function inst, which is similar to apply, instantiates each
metavariable in a term and returns a value of the original datatype:

inst :: Regular a ⇒ Subst a → SchemeOf a → a
iinnsstt s::u Rbesgt u=l af or ald⇒S ch Semubestf ina d M→etS acVhaerm mtoe

where
findMetaVar x =

maybe (error " inst : unbound m etavariable ")
fst
(lookup x subst)

Again, we lookup the corresponding term in the substitution. Since
we construct a value of the original datatype, unbound metavari-
ables are not allowed and result in a runtime error. A pattern functor
value is converted to a value of the original datatype using to.



Finally, we combine the functions defined for matching a term
and instantiating a term in the definition of rewriteM:

rewriteM :: (Regular a, Crush (PF a) , Zip (PF a), Monad m)
⇒ Rule a → a → m a

rewriteM r⇒ ⇒teR rmu e=a

do subst ← match (lhs r) term
rsuebtusrtn← ←(inm sta t scuhb( stl h(rsh r)s r te))r

We match the left-hand side of the rule t o the given term, resulting
in a substitution. Then, we use this substitution to instantiate the
right-hand side of the rule. Since the matching process m ight fail,
a monadic computation is returned. A similar library function is
rewrite, defined in terms of rewriteM:

rewrite :: (Regular a, Crush (PF a) , Zip (PF a))
⇒ Ru le a → a → a

rewrite r⇒ ⇒teR rmu e=a am→ ayba e→ →tera m id (rewriteM r term)

This function always succeeds since the original term is returned
when rewriting fails.

4.2.3 Example

At this point, we can already use generic rewriting to implement
the example presented in the introduction. However, as we will see,
the rewriting library interface is not yet very user-friendly.

Recall that a rule for rewriting propositions has type Rule Prop.
Hence, we define the rule andContr using a scheme representation:

andContr :: Rule Prop
andContr = p ‘pAnd‘ p Not p:pF

where
p = metaVar 1

We abbreviate the structure encodings of Prop values in order to



improve r eadability. Functions pF, p Not, and p And are defined as
follows:

pF :: SchemeOf Prop
pF = p f (Inr (Inr (Inl Unit)))

pAnd ::
SchemeOf Prop → SchemeOf Prop → SchemeOf Prop

pAnSdch p q e=O fp Pf (rIonpr (→InSr (cIhnerm (IenOrf (P Inrlo (pI→d p S:c*:h e Idm qe)O))f))P )r

pNot :: SchemeOf Prop → SchemeOf Prop
ppNNoott p S=c hp fem m(IneOr f(IP nrro (pIn→ r (I Snclh (eImd ep O))f))P )r

Except for the application of pf, structure values resemble those
used in the Regular instance for Prop. In fact, it is possible to define
pVar, pT, and p F more concisely by using toScheme:

pVar :: String → SchemeOf Prop
ppVVaarr :s: S =t rtoinSgch→ em Sec (hVeamr esO)

pT :: SchemeOf Prop
pT = toScheme T

pF :: SchemeOf Prop
pF = toScheme F

Unfortunately, p Not, p And, and pOr cannot be defined similarly.
Consider the following failed attempt for N ot:

badPNot :: SchemeOf Prop → SchemeOf Prop
bbaaddPPNNoott p S=c htoeSmcheeOmfe P r(oNpot→ →p )

This definition is not correct because the constructor Not cannot
take a SchemeOf Prop value as an argument. It follows that we
cannot use Not and toScheme, and we are forced to define p Not
redundantly using the structure value of N ot.

There are two problems with using generic r ewriting as p re-
sented so far. First, in order to write concise rules, the user will need



to define abbreviations for the structure representations of construc-
tors, such as p F and p And. Second, such abbreviations force the
user into relating constructors to their structure r epresentations yet
again, even though this is already made explicit in the Regular in-
stance for the datatype.

4.3 Metavariables as Function A rguments

We h ave demonstrated how generic term rewriting is implemented
in our library. A second contribution of this paper is that we show
how our library allows its users to specify rules using j ust the con-
structors of the original datatype definition. This is a clear improve-
ment over the r ewriting example above, because a u ser does not
need to directly manipulate structure values. While such specifica-
tions are given using the original constructors, they still need to be
transformed into SchemeOf values so that the rewriting machinery
defined earlier can be used. W e now discuss how to transform these
rule specifications into the internal library r epresentation of r ules,
or internal r ules for short.

We start with the simpler case of r ules that contain no metavari-
ables. An example of such a r ule is notTrue:

notTrue :: RuleSpec Prop
notTrue = Not T:F

Because the rule does not contain metavariables, it is sufficient to
apply toScheme to perform the conversion:

rule0 :: Regular a ⇒ RuleSpec a → Rule a
rule0 :r: R =e gtouSlcahrea m⇒e ( Rlhsu ler)S :p ec ta oS→ cheR muel e(ar hs r)

In our system, rules with metavariables are specified by functions
from terms to rules. For example, the r ule andContr is modified as
follows to represent the metavariable:



andContr :: Prop → RuleSpec Prop
aannddCCoonnttrr p P=r p p:∧→ : N  Rout p :p e cFP

A rule with one metavariable is represented b y a function with one
argument that returns a RuleSpec value, where the argument can
be seen as a placeholder for the metavariable. T his is convenient
for p rogrammers because metavariables are specified in the same
way for different datatypes, rule specifications are more concise,
scope checking is performed by the compiler, and implementation
details such as variable names and the internal representation of
terms r emain hidden.

To use these specifications for r ewriting, we have to transform
them into the internal r epresentation for rules. Consider the func-
tion that performs this transformation for rules with one metavari-
able:

rule1 :: (Regular a, Zip (PF a), LR (PF a))
⇒ (a → RuleSpec a) → Rule a

rule1 r⇒ ⇒=( ain→ troMR ueltaeVSapre c(la hs) ◦→ →r)R :u le i antroMetaVar (rhs ◦ r)

Function introMetaVar performs the transformation from a func-
tion on terms to a term extended with metavariables. The value r
is composed to yield either the left-hand side or r ight-hand side of
the r ule. The context LR (PF a) provides support for extending a
term with metavariables, we defer the discussion of this p redicate
for the moment.

The function passed to introMetaVar is not allowed to inspect
the metavariable argument: the metavariable can only b e used as
part of the constructed term. As our library relies on this p roperty,
the user should not inspect metavariables in rule definitions. For
example, the following r ule is invalid:

bogusRule :: Prop → RuleSpec Prop
bboogguussRRuullee (::V Parro p) →= TR :r op F



bogusRule p = p :∧: Not p:F

Ideally, the r estriction that metavariables are not inspected are en-
coded in the type system, so that r ules like bogusRule are ruled out
statically. However, to the b est of our k nowledge, it is impossible
to enforce this restriction without changing the user’s datatype.

A r ule function that u ses but does not inspect its metavari-
able argument has the property that if two different values are
passed to that function, the r esulting rule values will only differ
at the places where the metavariable argument occurs. The func-
tion insertMetaVar exploits this property and inserts a metavariable
exactly at the p laces where the two term representations differ:

insertMetaVar :: (Regular a, Zip (PF a))
⇒ MetaVar → a → a → SchemeOf a

insertMetaVar v⇒ ⇒x y e=t

casef zip (insertMetaVar v) (from x ) (from y ) of
Just str → pfs tr
NJuostthsi tnrg →→ mpfe sttarVar v



Function insertMetaVar traverses two pattern functor values in
parallel usingf zip, constructing a scheme (SchemeOf a) during the
traversal. Whenever the two structures are different, a metavariable
is returned. Otherwise, the recursive occurrences of the matching
structures are traversed with insertMetaVar v.

We now define introMetaVar:

introMetaVar :: (Regular a, Zip (PF a), LR (PF a))



⇒ (a → a) → SchemeOf a
introMetaVarf ⇒ ⇒= ian →serta M)e →taVS acrh 1e m(fe eleOfft)a (f right)

Function insertMetaVar requires that the two term arguments are
different at metavariable occurrences, so we applyf t o two values,
left and right, such that they cause the failure of fzip. In p articular,
we want the following property to hold:

∀f. f zipf (from left) (from right) ≡ Nothing

Informally, this property states that left and right produce values of
the same type with different top-level constructors (or the same top-
level constructor but different values at a non-recursive position).
This follows from the fact that f zip only fails for incompatible
pattern functor values, which represent the top-level constructors. It
is important that left and right differ at the top-level (i.e., as soon as
possible), otherwise m etavariables would be inserted deeper than
intended. Functions left and right are defined as follows:

left :: (Regular a, LR (PF a)) ⇒ a
lleefftt :=: ( Rtoe (gluelftafr rla ef,t)L

right :: (Regular a, LR (PF a)) ⇒ a
rriigghhtt :=: Rtoe (gruiglahrtfa  ,leLftR)

These definitions use auxiliary functions leftf and rightf that gen-
erate a pattern functor value and convert it to the expected a using
to. The arguments of leftfa nd rightf are the recursive occurrences,
here we give the same argument in b oth cases (left) to emphasize
that the difference must be at top-level. These auxiliary functions
are defined generically, that is, b y induction on the structure of the
pattern functor. Figure 7 shows the definitions of b oth functions as
methods of the type class LR. The constant case u ses an additional
type class, which is shown in F igure 8.



The property for f zip above is restated for leftf and rightf as
follows:

∀f x y . f zipf (leftf x) (rightfy ) ≡ Nothing

Note that the LR instances for Unit and Id do not satisfy the above
property. We explain why we chose this suboptimal formulation.
Ideally, we would p refer to enforce the above property statically
for all pattern functors, and replace the LR instances for Unit and
Id b y weaker instances of the type class One, where One produces
a single functor value. Then, we could write

instance (One f, One g) ⇒ LR (f :+: g) where ...

Unfortunately, the product case makes this scheme unrealistic:

instance (LR f, One g) ⇒ LR (f :*: g) where ...
instance (One ff,, OLRn gg)) ⇒⇒ LLRR ((ff ::**:: gg)) wwhheerree ...

To generate two different product values, at least one of the compo-



nents should be inhabited b y two different values. However, these
two overlapping instances cannot b e expressed in Haskell. So, we
adopt the current simpler approach, where, to satisfy the property
above, we require the pattern functor to contain at least one sum
or one constant case. Furthermore, note that the current instance of
sum cannot b e given as, for example, Inl ⊥ and Inr ⊥, because the
sfuumnctc ioannn toot may vevenalua sa,tef o troe x⊥a mwphlee,n pnrle⊥ sena tnedd nwrit h⊥ ,sb uechca vusaelut ehse.
Wfune ctaiolln let oftfm raeycu ervsaivleulayte eint o o b⊥ othw shuemn mpreetsheondtesd, two ethm spuhcahsiz vae tuhesat.
different sum choices are enough for zip to fail.

With a slight generalization we allow the specification of r ules
with two metavariables. For example, consider the following r ule:

deMorgan :: Prop → Prop → RuleSpec Prop
ddeeMMoorrggaann p q =op pN → ot P(pr o:∧p: →q) :R ul eNSopte p : P∨r:o o Npot q

To use the deMorgan r ule with our rewriting machinery we need a
variant of rule1 that handles two metavariables:

rule2 :: (Regular a, Zip (PF a), LR (PF a))
⇒ (a → a → RuleSpec a) → Rule a

rule2 r⇒ ⇒=(

introMetaVar2 (λx y → lhs (r x y)):
introMetaVar2 ((λλxx y →→ rlhhss ((rr x x yy  ))))

The real work is carried out by introMetaVar2.

introMetaVar2 :: (Regular a, Zip (PF a), LR (PF a))
⇒ (a → a → a) → SchemeOf a

introMetaVar2 f⇒ ⇒=( ater→ m1 a‘m→ erg a)eS →cheS mcehse‘m mteerOmf2
where

term1 = insertMetaVar 1 (f left left) (f right left )
term2 = insertMetaVar 2 (f left left) (f left right)

As before, metavariables are inserted by insertMetaVar, but there is
a slight complication: the rule specification now has two arguments



rather than one. Because insertMetaVar inserts only one variable
at a time, we need to handle the two metavariables separately.
Suppose that we handle the first metavariable, then we n eed two
terms to pass to insertMetaVar. W e apply f  to different arguments
for the first metavariable, and we supply the same argument for
the second metavariable. In this way, differences in the generated
terms arise only for the first metavariable. The second metavariable
is handled in a similar way.

At this p oint we have two terms, each containing either one of
the metavariables. We use the function mergeSchemes t o combine
the two schemes into one that contains both metavariables.

mergeSchemes :: Zip f
⇒ Scheme f → Scheme f → Scheme f

mergeSchemes p⇒ @(SI nc h x)e mq@e f(I→ n →y S) c=h

case (schemeView p , schemeView q) of
(MetaVar i,,) → p
((M, eMtaeVtaarVa i,rj )) →→ q

→→ Iqn (fzip0 mergeSchemes x y )

The generic functionf zip0 is used to traverse b oth terms in parallel
until a metavariable is encountered at either side. Then, the term
at the other side can be discarded, for we are sure that it is j ust
a left-value that was k ept constant for the sake of handling one
metavariable at a time.

4.4 Rules with an A rbitrary Number of Metavariables

Our technique for introducing metavariables in rules exhibits a
clear pattern. I t would b e easy to define functions rule3, rule4, and
so on to h andle the cases for other fixed numbers of metavariables.

Alternatively, we can try and capture the general pattern in a
class declaration and a suitable set of instance declarations. To this



end, let us first examine t his particular pattern more closely. In
general, a rule involving n metavariables, for some natural number
n, can be built by a functionfthat expects n arguments and produces
a rule specification. To do so, we invoke the function n times, each
time putting the value right into a specific argument position while
keeping the value left in the r emaining positions. Each of the n rule
specifications obtained through this diagonal pattern are combined,
by means of the function insertMetaVar, with a base value obtained
by passing left values exclusively to f:

|(f leftl be{fastze···left)}./>>:>><8(((f. ..f f r l il gee...ffhtttr ll ieeg...ffhttt · ·.· ··.···.· ril l gee...hffttt) ) )
d{iazg

In this way, we obtain n rules that are, b y repeated merging, com-
bined into the single rule originally expressed by f.

First, we define a type class Builder that contains the family of
functions that is used to b uild rules:

class Regular (Target a) ⇒ Builder a where
atysspRe eTgaurglaret ( aT a::r ∗e

tbyapsee :::: a∗ → RuleSpec (Target a)
diag :::: aa →→ [R RuuleleSSppecec( (TTararggeett a a)) ]

Apart from the methods base and d iag that provide values obtained
from invocations of each Builder-function with left and right argu-
ments, the class contains an associated type synonym Target that
holds the type targeted b y the rule under construction. Some typical
instances of the resulting type family are:



type Target ( RuleSpec Prop) = Prop
type Target ( Prop → RuleSpec Prop) = Prop
type Target (Prop → PPrroopp →→ RRuulleeSSppeecc PPrroopp)) == PPrroopp

It remains to inductively define instances for building rewrite r ules
with an arbitrary number of metavariables. The base case, for con-
structing r ules that do not involve any metavariables, is straightfor-
ward: such r ules are easily built from functions that take no argu-
ments and immediately return a RuleSpec:

instance Regular a ⇒ Builder (RuleSpec a) where
stytapnec eTR argegetu a(Rr aule⇒ Sp Becu lad) r=( aR

base x = x
diag x = [x]

Given an instance for the case involving n metavariables, the case
for (n+ 1) metavariables is, perhaps surprisingly, not much harder:

instance (Builder a, Regular b, LR (PF b))
⇒ Builder (b → a) where

type Ta⇒rgeB t (uibl →er (a)b →= T aa)rgw ehte ar
btyapseefT == bTaarseg e(tf  aleft)
diagf = base (f right) : d iag (f left)

We now define a single function rule for constructing rewrite r ules
from functions over metavariable p laceholders:

rule :: (Builder r, Zip (PF (Target r)))
⇒ r → Rule (Target r)

rule f⇒ ⇒= r f→o ldrR 1u lmee r(TgaerRgueletsr r)ules
where

mergeRules x y =
mergeSchemes (lhs x ) (lhs y ):
mergeSchemes (rhs x ) (rhs y )

rules = zipWith (ins (basef )) (diagf ) [ 1. . ]



ins x y v =
insertMetaVar v (lhs x ) (lhs y ):
insertMetaVar v (rhs x ) (rhs y )

For instance, rules are now defined as follows:

notTrueRule, andContrRule, deMorganRule :: Rule Prop

notTrueRule = rule ( Not T :F)
andContrRule = rule (λp → p :∧: Not p :F)
deMorganRule = rule (λp q →→ N p  o:∧t :(Np :o∧t: p q):

oNt (opt p ∧:∨: :q N ): o t q )

To directly apply a r ule constructed by a Builder, we compose rule
and rewrite:

applyRule :: (Builder r, Rewrite (Target r))
⇒ r → Target r → Target r

applyRule =⇒ rr e w→ritT ea ◦r greutler

In summary, the Builder class and its instances provide a uni-
form approach to constructing rewrite rules that involve an arbitrary
number of metavariables. Note that rules with different numbers of
metavariables are, once built, uniformly typed and can, for exam-
ple, be straightforwardly grouped together in a list or in any other
data structure. Building rules by repeatedly comparing the results
of different invocations of functions comes with some overhead,
but for the typical case where the rule definition is in a constant
applicative form, this amounts to a one-time investment.

4.5 Polishing the Interface

We now have a library for generic rewriting. However, the types of
high-level functions contain too much implementation detail. For
instance, r ecall the type of rewriteM:

rewriteM :: (Regular a, Crush (PF a) , Zip (PF a), Monad m)



⇒ Rule a → a → m a

Function rewriteM exposes implementation details such as calls to
generic crush and generic zip in its type signature. W e hide these
by defining a type class synonym Rewrite as follows:

class (Regular a, Crush (PF a), Zip (PF a), LR (PF a))
⇒ Rewrite a

For instance, the type of propositions is made an instance of
Rewrite by declaring

instance Rewrite Prop

Using Rewrite, the type signature of rewriteM becomes:

rewriteM :: (Rewrite a, Monad m) ⇒ Rule a → a → m a

Some of the constraints of Rewrite are superfluous to some generic
functions in the library. For example, the function rule only requires
an instance of Zip. It might appear t hat the additional constraints
on rule restrict its use unnecessarily, but this is not a problem in
practice because functors b uilt from sums and products already
satisfy those constraints.

5. Performance

We have measured execution times of our generic rewriting library,
mainly to measure how well the generic definitions perform com-
pared to h and-written code for a specific datatype. W e h ave tested
our library with the proposition datatype from the introduction,
extended with constructors for implications and equivalences. W e
have defined 15 rewrite r ules, and we used these r ules to b ring the
proposition to disjunctive normal form (DNF). This rewrite system
is a realistic application of our rewriting library, and is very simi-
lar to the system that is used in an exercise assistant for e-learning



systems (Heeren et al. 2008).
The library has been tested with four different strategies: such a

strategy controls which rewrite rule is tried, and where. The strate-
gies range from naive (i.e, apply some rule somewhere), to more
involved strategy specifications that stage the r ewriting and use all
kinds of traversal combinators. QuickCheck (Claessen and H ughes
2000) i s used to generate a sequence of random propositions, where
the height of the propositions i s bounded b y five, and the same se-
quence is used for all test runs. Because the strategy highly influ-
ences how many r ules are tried, we vary the number of propositions
that has to be brought to disjunctive normal form depending on the
strategy that is u sed. The following table shows for each strategy
the number of propositions that are normalized, how many r ules
are successfully applied, and the total number of r ules that have
been fired:

Thddesddnntnnr ffiaffft---n-314e2agly colum15501n0000tes,, ,,000hr0m0o000000s0ws thruel pees4482ra 81c97p7e272np,,,,40tl14ai97e19g064d4eo f1 r1u2123rl292ue,,,,ls7297e1025s th6085a,,,,t 343r2ti30e22 su67d00ccee2402d....15r11ea7492dt%%i%%:ot he
numbers reflect that the simpler strategies fire more rules.

We compare the execution times of four different implementa-
tions for the collection of rewrite rules.

• Pattern Matching (PM). The first implementation defines
the 15 rewrite rules as functions that use pattern matching. Ob-
viously, this implementation suffers from the drawbacks that
were mentioned in Section 2. 1, making this version less suit-
able for an actual application. However, this implementation of
the rules is worthwhile to study because Haskell has excellent
support for pattern matching, which will likely result in efficient



code.

• Specialized Rewriting (SR). We have also written a special-
ized r ewriting function that operates on p ropositions. Because
the Prop datatype does not have a constructor for metavariables,
we have reused the Var constructor for this purpose, thus mixing
object variables with metavariables.

• Pattern-functor V iew (PV). Here we implemented the rules
using the generic functions for rewriting that were introduced
in this paper. The instance for the Regular type class is similar
to the declaration in F igure 3, except that a balanced encoding
was used for the constructors of the Prop datatype to make it
more efficient.

• Fixed-point View (FV). The last version also uses the
generic rewriting approach, but it uses a different structural
representation called the fixed-point view (Holdermans et al.
2006). Like the p attern-functor view, this view makes recursion
explicit in a datatype, but additionally, every recursive occur-
rence is mapped to its structural counterpart. In this view,f rom
and to would h ave the following types:

from :: a → Fix (PF a)
tfroo :::: Fai→x (PF iFx a( P) F→a a)

We include this view in our measurements because such deep
structure mapping is common in generic programs that deal
with regular datatypes (Jansson and Jeuring 1997). Indeed, the
fixed-point view was used in our library b efore we switched to
the current structure r epresentation.

All test runs were executed on an Apple MacBook Pro with
a 2.2 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor, 2 Gb SDRAM memory,
and running MacOS X 10.5.3. The programs were compiled with
GHC version 6.8.3 with all optimizations enabled (using the -O2



compiler flag). E xecution times were measured using the time
shell command, and were averaged over three r uns. The following
table shows the execution time in seconds for each implementation
of the strategies:

strategy PM SR PV FV
dnf-16.3116.7556.7870.69

dnf-2 3.49 6.37 23.66 30.24
dnf-3 3.52 6.42 23.82 30.26
dnf-4 5.72 9.14 27.82 37.65

Because the strategies normalize a varying number of terms, it is
hard to draw any conclusion from results of different r ows. The ta-
ble shows that the pattern-matching approach (PM) is significantly
faster compared to the other approaches. The specialized r ewriting
approach (SR) adds observability of the rewrite r ules, at the cost of
approximately doubling the execution time. The two generic ver-
sions, when compared to the SR approach, suffers from a slow-
down of a factor 3 t o 4. T his slowdown is probably due to the
conversions from and to the structure representation of proposi-
tions. The approach with a fixed-point view (FV) is less efficient
than using the pattern-functor view (PV) since the latter only con-
verts a term when this is really required. T his is reflected in the
recursive embedding-projection p air for the FV in contrast to the
non-recursive embedding-projection pair of the PV.

Execution time is consumed not only by the rewrite r ules, but
also b y the strategy-controlled traversals over the p ropositions.
These traversal functions, such as transform f rom the introduction,
can of course b e defined generically. The execution times presented
before use specialized t raversal functions for the Prop datatype,
but we have repeated the experiment using the generic traversal
definitions. Although traversal combinators are not the focus of this
paper, it is interesting to measure how much impact this change has



on performance. The following table shows the execution times
for the different implementations that now make use of generic
traversal combinators:

First,theobddddssenntnnrffffar-v-t--2431eagtioynsm1119101aP....d350M1e4688for1211th0424e...S.545t5Ra0031ble33p36212r1e.P...252s9Ve1615nted5459e4651aF....04r18lV842i6erstillhold.
By comparing the two tables point-wise it can b e concluded that
the generic traversal functions are slower. The relative increase in
execution t ime for the versions that already used generic definitions
(that is, PV and FV) is, however, lower compared to the non-generic
versions (PM and SR). F urthermore, the additional cost of making
the traversal generic depends on the strategy b eing used, since the
strategies use different combinators.

So what can be concluded f rom these tests? The tests do not of-
fer spectacular new results, but r ather confirm that observability of
rules comes at the expense of loss in runtime efficiency. Further-
more, generic definitions introduce some additional overhead. The
trade-off between efficiency and genericity depends on the appli-
cation at hand. For instance, the library would b e suitable for the
online exercise assistant, because runtime performance is less im-
portant in such a context. We believe that improving the efficiency
of generic library code is an interesting area for future research. By
inlining and specializing generic definitions, and by applying p ar-
tial evaluation techniques, we expect to get code that is more com-
petitive to the h and-written definitions for a specific datatype. Fu-
sion t echniques (Alimarine and Smetsers 2005; Coutts et al. 2007)
can help to eliminate some of the conversions between a value and
its structure counterpart.



6. Related Work

The generic rewriting library introduced in this paper can be viewed
as a successor to the library given b y Jansson and Jeuring (2000);
we discussed the relation with this library in the introduction.

Libraries that provide generic traversal combinators, such as
Strafunski (L¨a mmel and Visser 2002), Scrap Your Boilerplate
(L¨a mmel and Peyton Jones 2003), Uniplate (Mitchell and Runci-
man 2007), a pattern for almost compositional functions (Bringert
and Ranta 2006), and probably more, can b e used to define rewrite
rules in the form of functions. This has the disadvantages we de-
scribe in Section 2, the m ost important of which is that it is impos-
sible to document, test, and analyse rewrite rules. The advantage of
using functions instead of r ules is t hat datatypes do not h ave to be
extended with metavariables: we r euse program-level variables for
metavariables in our rules.

The match function is a simple variant of generic unification
functions (Jansson and Jeuring 1998; Sheard 2001). Our library
cannot be easily generalised to perform unification and stay user-
friendly, because the result of unification may contain values of
datatypes extended with metavariables, and hence a user would
have to deal with structure values. On the other hand, we could
use two-level types as in the work from Sheard but require less
work from the user, because most functionality can b e obtained
generically from the structure r epresentation of the two-level types.
Furthermore, we could easily adapt our library to use mutable
variables, as in Sheard’s work, t o improve p erformance.

Brown and Sampson (2008) implement generic r ewriting using
the Scrap Your Boilerplate library. Rule schemes are described in
a special purpose datatype that does not depend on the type of
values being rewritten. In contrast to our system, rules are not typed



and h ence invalid rules are only detected at runtime. This system
can handle rewriting of a system of datatypes while our library is
limited to a single regular datatype. However, we know how to lift
this restriction in a type-safe way, see Section 7.

There exist a number of p rogramming languages built on top of
the rewriting p aradigm, such as ELAN (Borovansky ´ et al. 2001),
OBJ (Goguen and Grant 1997), and ASF+SDF (Van Deursen et
al. 1996). Instead of built-in support for r ewriting, we focus on
how to support r ewriting in a mainstream higher-order functional
programming language by providing a library.

7. Conclusions and Further Work

We have shown the interface and implementation of a generic
library for r ewriting. Our library overcomes problems in previous
generic rewriting libraries: users do not have to adapt the datatype
on which they want to apply r ewriting, they do not need k nowledge
of how the generic r ewriting library has b een implemented, and
they can document, test, and analyse their rules. The performance
of our library is not as good as that of hand-written datatype-
specific r ewriting functions, but we think the loss of performance
is acceptable for many applications.

One of the most important limitations of the library described
in this paper is that it only works for datatypes that can be repre-
sented b y means of a fixed-point. Such datatypes are also known as
regular datatypes. This is a severe limitation, which implies that we
cannot apply the r ewriting library to nested datatypes or systems
of (mutually r ecursive) datatypes. Indeed, many r eal-world appli-
cations involve such systems: examples include systems of linear
equations and the abstract syntax of expressions that may contain
declarations that, in turn, may consist of expressions again. How-
ever, with some additional machinery we can overcome this limita-



tion and so we have an implementation of the rewriting library t hat
enables generic rewriting on systems of datatypes. The techniques
used are r ather sophisticated and apply to several other problems
as well, such as the Zipper. A thorough explanation of the under-
lying ideas and implementation can be found in a dedicated p aper
(Rodriguez et al. 2008).

Our library requires that rules do not inspect their metavariable
argument. For instance, we do not allow arbitrary function appli-
cations in the right-hand side of a rule, contrary to rules that are
defined as functions with pattern matching. Another limitation of
our library is that r ules cannot have preconditions, for example,
that a proposition matched against a metavariable i s in disjunctive
normal form. Extending rewrite r ules with preconditions remains
future work.

Currently, we are also working on generating test data generi-
cally. The left-hand side of a rewrite r ule can be used as a template
for test data generation to improve the testing coverage. We p lan to
use it to provide a testing f ramework for users of our library. This
functionality can b e easily added to our library: all it takes t o define
a new generic function is declaring a type class and p roviding a set
of inductively defined instances.
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